Available in the Google Play • Reserve Disney FASTPASS® selections***

Do MORE with DISNEY MAXPASS
Reserve Disney FASTPASS® selections from your phone while in the Parks

„UNLIMITED DISNEY FASTPASS®!† Unlimited access to the most popular attractions, with no lines, and get a reminder ticket.

• SAME DAY FASTPASS® reservations are not available. Use your Disney MaxPass reservations to prioritize your attraction selections.

• Purchase on DisneyPhotoPass.com or buy Disney MaxPass for unlimited downloads from the day.

**Photos available online for 45 days.
†Prices subject to change without notice.
‡Photos available online for 7 days.

MORE WITH DISNEY MAXPASS
Reserve Disney FASTPASS® selections from your phone while in the Parks

MAKE MORE MEMORIES
Get the Disney Parks App
Download the Disneyland App® today to make the most of your adventure!

Park rules
Please comply with park rules, signs and instructions, including but not limited to:
All persons and bags are subject to screening.
Proper attire is required. Clothing may not reveal sexuality.
No smoking, including e-vaping, allowed in the Theme Parks and Downtown Disney. Designated smoking areas are located outside the screening areas.
The following are strictly prohibited:
Firearms, ammunition, knives or weapons, or objects that appear to be weapons.
Alcohol, narcotics, marijuana, or any illegal substances.
Snakes, lizards, and any type of insects Pain, or other animals, except assistance animals. (i.e., dogs and miniature horses)
Additional details and a complete list of park rules are available for viewing at Disneyland.com/Rules or at Guest Relations.

Special considerations for attractions
GUESTS: Please take a moment to review your safety instructions.
Superman: Fly!
Children under 7 years old are prohibited from riding by a parent or guardian 14 years or older. For your safety while on attractions, remain seated with hands, arms, and legs inside the vehicle. Supervise children.
Physical considerations or designated attractions: WARNING! For your safety while on attractions, remain seated with hands, arms, and legs inside the vehicle. Supervise children.
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Alcohol, narcotics, marijuana, or any illegal substances.
Snakes, lizards, and any type of insects Pain, or other animals, except assistance animals. (i.e., dogs and miniature horses)
Additional details and a complete list of park rules are available for viewing at Disneyland.com/Rules or at Guest Relations.
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